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Note of the author:
Dear reader:
This book is a translation of the book with the name "Hombre engañado por la muerte" written and published in Spanish
language. Sorry if spelling or some other type of error, but I'm
not very skilled speaking English, and unfortunately the google
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paper.
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Help me better this work; I do it with the best intention.
Thanks and enjoy: man cheated by death.
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Dedication
I thank God for this dream and give me strength. This is my
gift to you.
Thanks to my parents for supporting me.

This story was written when I was in service hours in the
health sector as a computer consultant. The service given to others paid off creatively.
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Prologue:

In the human mind and sub-happen real strange dreams.
Man duped by death.
A story full of drama, action and suspense surrounding our
character Dante Oliver challenge the man love, life and death
dreaming. The long loneliness and hell where lies take you
through a fantasy where he meets a strange sub-real and
promises to be out of his agony in exchange for ending all the
love that exists in the beach lovers.
Terror, death and madness are present when Dante Oliver
agrees to the request of such a being. The split personality of
our character names enclosed in its two forces him to commit
terrible acts.
Love transcends death.
This exciting story carries a deep message and a moral
that you should not miss:
Everything comes to those who wait
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Man cheated by death
Written by
Isaí Cervantes JM

Within a lost mind by excess drug, imaginary stories occur. In
the span of the narcotic effect this man is in a deep sense of
numbness, between reality and fantasy.

An old tree saw in him a survivor sat to dry her tears. The dry
weather that completely. Because his hands are strong, wise,
and he knows that the future is in the land.
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Chapter 1
Fancy desolate sea

Fantasy begins.
In the human mind and sub-happen real strange dreams.
This begins on a beach with many couples sitting at the
seashore, expressing their love in different ways.
At the top of the coast sitting next to a tree, watching the
setting of the sun, it is our character that challenges man love,
life and death dreaming.

His name is Dante Oliver.
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On the hill there is a tree melancholy.
Dante/O. ---> (Angry) Wretched life took many years waiting
on this beach, looking like the romances grow and overflow
everywhere.
Dante/O.---> (Angry) Ahhhhh! All I have is this damn tree I'd
whisper things in mind. I'm sick of waiting so long.
Tree ---> (Serenity) Quiet stubborn man, spent years on this
beach and eh seen the ocean waves coming and going for
decades. I do not complain as much as you.
Dante / O. ---> (Ironic) ha! A damn tree like you cannot
complain. Only you are in my thoughts, you have no
conscience; you cannot feel what I.
Tree ---> Sure! That I can feel, I am a living being. Men only
can express their happiness in the company of their peers, is in
its nature. Instead we express our love and happiness with
everything around us, including you. I protect from the sun
giving you a cool shade and a log fort where you can rest.
Dante / O. ---> (Gesture) Ahhhhhh! Ahhh!
Night falls, the whispering of the wise cease tree. The man
starts talking to the subconscious, looking at the sky for
comfort.
Dante / O. ---> (sad) I'm tired of this place, not take it
anymore. I'm tired of waiting under this tree; watching love is
born all over the beach.
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Dante / O. -> (Sad) mmmhhhhh! Ahh! (Sad) Sometimes I
think God I miss this place. (Sorry) Why God? Why? Too bad I
did to deserve this intense punishment. Give me your peace,
give me calm and let’s get out of this terrible nightmare.
A wind blows coldly on the Beach (Wind)...
Dante / O. ---> Ahhhh! Uhhh! (Trembling) that cold does, I
have much sleep you better get some sleep.
The wind hisses loudly, in the distance you hear a voice
whisper.
Unknown Voice ---> (Softly) Wake........ Wake up........ Dante
Wake...............
Dante / O. ---> what is it? Are you a tree? What do you want?
Let me sleep! (Angry) aahhhh!
Unknown Voice ---> (Softly) come on ... wake up.... Dante ...
wake up.... Come.... Come...
Dante / O. ---> (Surprised) ray! It is the tree that talks to me is
... (Scared) Someone else!
Unknown Voice ---> (Softly) Come.... Dante ... Come...
Dante / O. ---> (Astonished) the voice comes from that path,
(shouts) WHAT DO YOU WANT? , What are you looking at me?
Unknown Voice ---> (Whispering voice) Come ... Dante....
Come.... Follow me.... Come ... you never free from your
solitude...
Unknown Voice ---> I will deliver you from that place which
you can't.
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Dante / O. ---> Can you really do that?
Unknown Voice ---> (Whispering voice) See... Follow me...
Dante gets up slowly follows the path of bush where the voice
comes. The unknown voice whispering wind is the name of the
man.
Dante/O.---> That voice comes from that path, I will see it
goes.
Unknown Voice ---> (Intense loud voice) Stop! Des not a
step!
Dante stops in the middle of a large area surrounded by trees.
Unknown Voice ---> (Voice firm) cannot pass beyond this
area.
Dante/O.--->(Scared) What happens?, Why I cannot follow?
Damn! I want to leave this place now!
Unknown Voice ---> (firm voice) Quiet, you explain why
you're here.
Dante/O.--->(Surprised) What! Do you know why I'm here?
Unknown Voice ---> (Strong voice) clear! Let me introduce
you.
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Exits a small malnourished child from the bushes, in their hands
has several knife cut marks, gaunt and haggard eyes staring at
the man.... And he says:
Child ---> (Voice of Children) Hello! (Laughs) hahaha! how are
you?
Dante/O. ---> (Angry / shouting) damn! Brat stupid what the
hell do you want? I have no time for games, the further away
from the beach I feel more and more suffocating me.
Dante turns towards the coast, he screams...
Child ---> (Deep voice / firm) Stop! No you do not take
another step. I have not yet submitted.
The little infant eyes get red hot, as 2 burning flames.
Child ---> (Deep voice / firm) Come here and sit down I have
many things to explain.
Child ---> (Voice of Children) My name is... My name is...
(Laughter) LoL, I have no name, actually I have
several. (Deep voice / firm) You can call me
"Final".

Dante/O.--->(Amazed) "Final" (Silence) ...
you're the one who brought me here? Who are
you?
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Final ---> (Deep voice) who I am is not important, I can only
say that status to men, the end of time, eh tour this and other
worlds in search of how to satisfy this hunger.
Final ---> (Deep voice) now I will tell you is this site. The
beach is a dream for lovers, living happily with their partners
for a long time, until the sea rises and takes them forever,
paragraphs and plunges into the depths of his dark abyss. It's a
damn to those who are perishing blindly for his unbridled love.
Dante/O.---> (Wonder) But I'm doing here? If I have not
known true love, I'm on top of the hill, next to a tree,
imprisoned for a long time unable to wake up from this terrible
reality, why? Why am I in this area?
Final ---> (Voice of Children) hahaha you're a special case,
your punishment is to watch all the couples from the beach
watching his love overflowing, feeling envy and sadness for not
having it, huhu.
The young Dante exclaims:
Dante/O.---> What did I do to deserve this punishment!
Final ---> (Voice firm) Long ago rejected a love that I get to
you, despising this great opportunity to find it. You are in this
place for your past mistakes.
With a look that floods the man's withered soul. Ask
forgiveness for your mistakes.
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The infant hunger and pain flooded, it gives a little hope to
get out of that tragic condemnation.
Final ---> (Deep voice) only killing all the love in the beach
you amend your mistakes young Dante. You'll have to kill all,
destroy all forms of affection that lives in that sea.
Final ---> (Deep voice) Kill them all!
Final --->(Deep voice) This large trunk that I have has many
weapons you might serve.
Final ---> (Voice of Children) Come on, choose the weapon
you like best are all yours. Hahaha let's play.
Dante Oliver looks into the trunk where all the weapons,
choose a sharp and large machete.
Dante/O.---> Well, this seems perfect, but just in case I'll take
also this little knife. So now what's next?
Final ---> (Deep voice) now go to the beach and ends with all
couples.
Dante/O.---> (Thoughtful) Mhhhh! I have not the value
dammit! This is too, I've never killed anyone.
Final ---> (Deep voice) do not be a coward! It's the only way
you can get out of here, destroying all the love that is
generated on the beach; you have to kill the last trace of
affection.
Final shows a small bell-shaped flower.
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Final ---> (Voice of Children) Here, take this little flower will
give you the courage to do it, will transform your subconscious,
take out what you have hidden, your anger, frustration, hate,
pain. Come... come ... And you will be someone else!
Dante/O.---> As long as you leave this place I will.
Dante eats the flower, he does so slowly and nasty attitude.
Dante/O.---> (Asco) Hiaaaww... Pffff tastes awful!

Period of time elapses, Dante feels an immense and intense
heat, begin to feel dizzy, nausea and stomach pain.
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Final ---> (Voice of Children) hahaha the effect begins soon
be the man without fear; feel like changing your personality.
Final ---> (Deep voice) you feel like your true self emerges.
Without fear, without prejudice, without limits, come on! Go
for your freedom.
Dante enters emotional collapse; madness and despair invade
it from the center of your being.
Outcrop hidden emotions can't with rage and anger. His
eyes are transformed completely, empty eyes, lost, forgotten. Its appearance resembles that of an angry demon wanting to kill everything that crosses his path.
Dante runs off in the direction of the bank.
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